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GVSU helps
strengthen the
bond across
generations
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

BO ANDERSON | GVL

Making changes: Student Senate President Jack lott addresses the crowd during last Thursday's meeting. GVSU has put together the
Student Life Fund Administrative Board to review the Student Life Fund and to help with disbursing funding among student organizations.

Board to review allocation process
BY RYAN JARVI

starting in fall of 2013.
The purpose of the group is
" to work with student leaders to
ith a goal of better ensure student organizations
addressing the needs have enough funding for the
of student organiza kinds of programs and servic
they provide, said Bob Stoll,
tions on campus, GrandesValley
State University recently estab director of Student Life.
“We’ve created a Student
lished the Student Life Fund
Administrative Board to re Life Fund Administrative
view the allocation process of Board, which is faculty, stu
the Student Life Fund. While dents and staff, to look at the
previously only represented overall student life fund pro
by Student Senate, the Student cess and to really be an in
Life Fund will be split up be termediate recommendation
tween Student Senate and the board to the budget office as
Graduate Student Association far as funding needs for stu
GVL STAFF WRITER

W

dent organizations,” Stoll said.
As a result, the GSA will
continue its responsibilities of
disbursing funding for gradu
ate student organizations, but
in a more formal manner rec
ognized by the university.
“The way it is set up to
happen is this administrative
board will allocate money to
Student Senate and allocate
money to the GSA, then those
two bodies using their alloca
tion processes will allocate
money to registered student
groups and organizations,”
said Bart Merkle, dean of stu

dents and vice provost of Stu
dent Affairs.
Money for student organi:
zations comes from the Student
Life Fund, which Stoll and the
Office of Student Life oversee.
The Student Life Fund, deter
mined by the Budget Commit
tee, is taken out of the univer
sity’s general budget.
In the past, the fund was
then sent to the Student Sen
ate to be distributed to various
councils representing all stu
dent organizations on campus.

SEE BOARD, A2

With last year’s
Grandparents,
Grandchildren
Camp reeling in
over 100 partici
pants, GVSU will
host its second
annual
Grand
parents, Grand
children
Camp
this summer with
hopes of creating
even more gener
ational bonding.
Margo Dill, program coordinator with
GVSU’s regional math and science center
said this idea of a grandparents, grandchil
dren camp is not new in Michigan. GVSU
is the fifth such camp following the lead of
Michigan State, Central Michigan Univer
sity, Albion College and Saginaw Valley.
The idea originated with the University of
Wisconsin over 10 years ago.
“We prefer to host a grandparent if the
children have them because one of our ma
jor goals is to strengthen the family bond
for the children and provide a positive col
lege experience for them,” Dill said. “That
being said, if another relative or mentor
who serves in that role for a child would
be welcomed.”
The camp is for children ages 8-12 and
their grandparents. They will spend two
nights in the living center apartments and
experience other aspects of college life, like
eating at campus dining halls with the rest
of the GVSU community.
“We want to provide a positive learning
environment for students and their fami
lies,” Dill said. “We can do that by sharing
some of the best that Grand Valley has to
offer through our professors from many
different disciplines. The faculty are offer
ing 90 minute class sessions that provide
positive learning experiences for both gen-

SEE BOND, A2

Unofficial tweets send wrong message
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

The heavy snowfall last week had
many students tweeting about school
closings and class cancellations, mis
leading other students to believe that
Grand Valley State University had
called an official snow day.
“We noticed a bit of confusion
on social media (especially Twitter)
among students about campus be
ing closed today,” Leah Twilley of
News and Information Services said
Tuesday. “A tweet that was posted
last night said classes were canceled,
which was not true and I think some

students took it to be true.”
Twilley advised GVSU communi
ty members to avoid confusion about
campus emergencies by first waiting
for notifications from the Emergency
Alert System before believing news
on social media sites.
“Messages about closings, cancel
lations and emergencies will then be
tweeted from the university’s official
Twitter accounts only, @>GVSU and
@GV_Now,” Twilley said. “To avoid
confusion, tweets about cancellations
and closings that come from accounts
other than those two should not be
taken as accurate information.”
Twilley noted that social media

sites are neither the only nor
principal mediums to deliver
news of school closings.
“Social media is not the prima
ry source of confirmation of clos
ings, but it is in addition to the alert
system,” Twilley said. “Students,
faculty and staff members should
assume the university is open un
less they hear otherwise on the radio •
or TV, or have been notified via the
alert system.”
GVSU community members can
sign up for official messages regard
ing school closings by visiting www.
gvsu.edu/emergencycontact.
news(a)lanthorn.com

MLK Jr. Day event participation meets university expectations
BY KARA HAIGHT
GVL STAFF WRITER

-

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Braving the great outdoors: Despite cold temperatures and falling snow, GVSU
officials were happy with the overall turnout for events such as the MLK Jr. Silent March.

Jan. 21 marked the first year Grand Valley
State University officials made the decision to
cancel classes in observation of Martin Luther
King Jr. Day, holding a number of events in
his legacy with hopes for student partcipation
still high. Following final approval from the
university’s Provost, Gayle Davis, it was an
nounced that the decision would be revisited
in five years to determine whether or not event
turnout justified the amended scheduling.
Now that Martin Luther King Jr. Day has

come and gone, university officials like Jessie
Holland of GVSU’s Inclusion and Equity Of
fice don’t see any reason for reinstatement of
classes in the future.
“Based on the success that we experienced
this year, we do not anticipate having classes
on the holiday in the future,” Holland said. “We
have shown that there was a pent-up demand
from students and staff to be able to observe the
holiday free from conflicting class obligations.”
Kathleen Underwood, a committee mem
ber on the Martin Luther King Jr. Day Execu-

SEE MLK DAY, A2
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erations”
tf Dill said they are currently developing sessions with arleology, mathematics, physics, biology, chemistry, writlg, art, movement science, statistics, geology, criminal
•ri^&stice and more, for this summer.
**** Participants are welcome from jyst about anywhere;
last years participants included a few GVSU faculty and
staff, community members from Ottawa and Kent Coun
ties and some traveling around the country.
Registration is now open. Early registration, before
31, is a discounted rate. After Jan. 31, the rate will
Bcrease slightly. For more information and to see the sesV jion offerings for this summer visit www.gvsu.edu/g3.
communlty@lanthorn.com
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WORKSHOP SERIES SCHEDULED

Students who are seeking guidance in applying for competi. Jive awards and fellowships can receive assistance at the
fferent workshops by the Frederik Meijer Office of Fellow
ships at Grand Valley State University. This series will give
students the opportunity to learn about different awards and
scholarships. In addition,The Office of Fellowships has walkadvising hours onThursdays from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in room

.,

9

0 of the Honors College. For more information about nanal competitive awards, go to gvsu.edu/fellowships.

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS MAYOR'S COMMUNITY
.CONVERSATIONS INITIATIVE FINDINGS

The Community Research Institute at Grand Valley State
* /-.“/University's Johnson Center for Philanthropy has recently is-sued a report that highlights some significant findings from
Several community conversations in response to questions
< from Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell's 2012 State of
’ * ’the City address. Findings in the report "Community Con
'«• in. versations About the Children of Grand Rapids," are com
prehensive responses from a wide array of more than 750
' adults and youth who gave their input at the community
meetings during the year. This report includes approaches
^ that address issues facing children in Grand Rapids. Some
of these suggestions are pursuing a balanced approach to
prioritizing youth needs, collaborating on projects, etc.
(*Fpr more information, go to gvsu.edu/jcp.

IK*
GV ECONOMIST PREDICTS GROWTH

•, A Grand Valley State University economics professional and
^ expert recently said that the West Michigan economy will
' have modest growth throughout 2013, whereas health and
| (manufacturing sectors will diminish in growth. Paul Isely,
professor and chair of economics in GVSU's Seidman Col
lege of Business, unveiled the findings of a survey of the
<£ -regional economy at the Colliers Annual Economic and Real
£>\frffetate Forecast on Jan. 25 at the DeVos“F*ace./fSely sSid tkei-’
j ^consumer confidence is slowly imPr^^9 ancJ will most
•r^Kkely remain lhiy$fl&/&) percent. For fu rffal^lnfor&affonf^^
Piul Isely at (€16) 331-7418.

*.
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Over the last two years, though,
GVSU has been looking for ways to
better incorporate graduate students
into that allocation process. The re
view process by the Student Life Fund
Administrative Board will begin in
the upcoming weeks, and starting
next school year, funding is expected
to be distributed to both Student Sen
ate and GSA.
“We’ve got a little over 3,000 gradu
ate students, so finding a better way to
get graduate student voice into some
of the allocation decisions and the
work of committees was something
that the university had evolved to a
point where we really needed to do
that,” Merkle said.
For the 2012-13 school year, gradu
ate student enrollment is at 3,337, which
is 13.5 percent of GVSU’s total student
population of 24,654. With graduate
students being such a large part of the
total population, ensuring their con
cerns are heard is an issue the university
is seeking to address.
“The president of GSA and the pres
ident of Student Senate are working
with the University Academic Senate to
try to get some graduate student seats
on certain committees to have graduate
student voice as a part of those work
ings,” Merkle said.
Jack Iott, president of Student Sen
ate, said the senate made graduate stu
dent life a key priority this year.

MLK DAY
CONTINUED FROM A1

tive Planning Committee, said about
500 people watched President Barack
Obamas inauguration in the Kirkhof
Center, and the Silent March around
campus that followed had around 150
participants.
“(The events) certainly provide evi
dence that students honored the spirit
of the MLK holiday,” Underwood said.
Many GVSU students believed that
the promise of no classes on MLK Day
was put in place to encourage par
ticipation and attendance at the day’s
events, but Underwood said that was
not the intent.
“I am not sure where the idea comes
from that this year was some sort of
trial run to honor Dr. King,” Under
wood said. “His birthday is a national
holiday, like Labor Day. (What was)
lportant about this year was how
deeply involved students were in plan
ning the events, just as they were in
laying the groundwork with the ‘day

“Just as we respond to any student
who comes to us with their concerns
and needs, we sat down with the GSA
student organization to make efforts in
adjusting funding and advocacy to en
sure Student Senate is adequately rep
resenting all students,” Iott said.
Austin Dean, president of GSA, said
the process of getting more funding has
been long and tedious.
“I am beyond jubilant to see a sev
en-year project come to fruition,” Dean
said. “The fact that it happened during
my time as president is a testament to
prior officers, my wonderful GSA Ex
ecutive Board and a highly supportive
administration.”
The amount of funding that GSA
will
receive
is not yet de
termined,
but
Dean is hoping
for an increase
from the previ
ous amount of
$15,000 per year,
which will be
used to help de- I
velop graduate
MERKLE
students’ skills.
Dean said he
is happy to see the funding issue finally
resolved, but there is still progress to be
made.
“The battle for representation has
also been going on for years,” Dean
said. “We cannot simply ask graduate
students to run for positions on Student
Senate. We have been attempting to

do that for years i
now, and our
representation
currently sits at
zero.”
There is no
rule that prevents
graduate
stu- p
dents from run
ning for Student
Senate, but there
STOLL
are conflicts. The
physical schedule
and timing of Senate meetings are often
problematic with graduate students’
lives, Dean said.
“Our grad students work 50 hours a
week, come to class at night, and then
go home and see their families,” Dean
said. “We are dealing with a different
monster all together.”
He also mentioned that undergradu
ate student concerns are slightly differ
ent than graduate student concernslike health care, graduate assistantships,
stipends and dissertations.
Administrators and student leaders
are in the process of identifying oppor
tunities where graduate student repre
sentation in many campus committees
would make sense, Stoll said.
“The challenge will be to determine
what the needs are going to be, and then
making sure that we can get the kinds
of programming and services that our
graduate students need,” Stoll said. “I
think we’re on a good course now and
everybody is moving forward.”

on, not a day off’ campaign.”
Holland attributed some of the
success of the filled and over-capacity
events to the cancellation of classes.
“It absolutely helped,” Holland
said. “By not holding classes on the
holiday, students and faculty that
wanted to observe the holiday at uni
versity events did not have to choose
between doing so and attending or
conducting class.”
Ricardo Benavidez, the Student Sen
ate vice president of Diversity Affairs,
said he has been a part of planning the
MLK Day events since the summer.
Benavidez said the reason behind the
request for canceled classes was less
about attendance at events and more
about participation in general.
“It was not our thought or even hope
that all students would go to the events,”
Benavidez said. “We knew that when
given the chance many students would
take the extended weekend to go home.
However, we wanted to give those who
wished to attend, students and faculty
alike, the chance to be able to without

the conflicting schedules of classes.”
Benavidez said there were no re
strictions set on the decision to cancel
classes on MLK Day, but the choice
could be reversed by the university at
any time. He said it is unlikely to hap
pen, though.
“We do not believe that will be hap
pening any time soon, nor can we think
of a reason why it would happen,” Be
navidez said. “The number of partici
pants at every event at this year’s cele
bration exceeded our expectations and
we are sure that the university is proud
of the numbers as well.”
Regardless of the status of GVSU
classes on the holiday, Underwood said
the university will continue to honor
Martin Luther King, Jr. with the help of
students and staff.
“As long as students are so invested
in honoring Dr. King’s legacy, I am con
vinced the university will provide the
time and space for that commemora
tion,” Underwood said.

rjarvl@lanthorn.com

khalght@lanthorn.com

PEW WOLTERS APPOINTED TO GVSU BOARD

Gov. Rick Snyder recently announced that Kate Pew Wolt" ers will be joining the Grand Valley State University Board
^ of Trustees. Wolters will serve until Dec. 31, 2016. She is
also a member of Steelcase Inc.'s Board of Directors* and
is the chair of the Steelcase Foundation. In addition, she is
“i i:
the president of the Kate and Richard Wolters Foundation.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most accurate
news possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it
right. If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthorn, let us know
by calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editorial(a>lanthom.
com.
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Winds of change: The transition from the Zumberge Library is underway as the university prepares to move books, periodicals, and journals to the new library and student commons. r

Zumberge prepares for big move
BY RACHEL CROSS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS

Grand Valley State University is preparing
for Zumberge Library’s transition to the new
Mary Idema Pew Library and Learning Com
mons, scheduled for completion this spring.
Brian Merry, head of operations and user
services for University Libraries, said the
library has closed access to the downtown
storage collection. Students requesting a ti
tle from storage will receive a copy borrowed
from a sister institution through the interli
brary loan service.

“The interlibrary loan service offers elec
tronic items such as journal articles from an
other library within 24 hours,” Merry said.
“For tangible items, it usually takes about
four to five days.”
Throughout the winter semester, a ma
jority of the books in Zumberge will still
be easy to access and a small amount will
be moved to the fourth floor in prepara
tion for the move to the new library, Merry
said. Some of the fourth floor items will be
removed completely later in the semester,
and students can receive a title that isn’t ac

cessible by getting it through the interlibrary
loan service.
Lynell De Wind, director of planning and
organizational resources, leads the library
team in developing the plans and helps to
make sure that it has the resources to get this
“once in a lifetime” task complete in prepa
ration for moving to the new library.
“(Currently), we are pre-staging some
materials on the fourth floor to prepare them
for the move into the new library,” De Wind
said. “We are moving reference items from
the first floor to second and third floors, to

more reflect where those volumes will be
housed in the new library.”
There are some challenges associated
with packaging up the materials before the
move into the new library, De Wind said.
“This is a new process for many of us and
trying to keep all the details aligned for a
smooth and effective move is challenging,”
De Wind said. “We are working on vyays to
help students and staff understand where we
are in the process as well as provide them ac-

SEE ZUMBERGE, A5
• ■/

GV reduces carbon footprint despite university growth
r*

BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Grand Valley State University’s
carbon footprint for the fiscal year
of 2012 has been calculated this
January, showing a reduction from
56,816 metric tons of Carbon Di
oxide'Equivalent (MTC02e) in the
baseline year of 2006 to 54,139 MTCG2e. This change occurred despite
considerable university growth in
both students and built space. This
reduction is a 4.7 percent decrease in
the university’s carbon footprint and
a 20.8 percent decrease on a squarefootage basis.
GVSU’s carbon footprint is cal
culated every year by members of
the Climate Action Council as part
of the American College and Uni
versity Presidents’ Climate Com
mitment/* which was signed by
GVSU President Thomas Haas in
2007. The commitment includes
building to LEED silver standards,
purchasing Energy Star appliances
for the university, participating in
Recyclemania! and using the Rap

id Bus System for students, staff
and faculty.
The carbon footprint is a measure
ment of greenhouse gas emissions,
and data is collected on three differ
ent scopes, or kinds of emissions. The
first is energy that is produced, the
second is energy that is purchased,
and the last is the more subjectively
calculated scope, which involves the
estimation of emissions contributors
like waste and commuting. Most of
the goals for the university are based
on scopes one and two.
“Scope 3 involves determining
the breakdown of our commuters
including how far they drove and
how many trips per week they take,”
said Bart Bartels, campus sustain
ability manager for GVSU. “Approxi
mations used make this calculation
less precise than the methodology of
Scopes 1 and 2.”
GVSU started calculating its car
bon footprint in 2006, as several sus
tainability projects were being initi
ated in 2007.
“There are many reasons for the
drop in the greenhouse gas emis

sions, including energy conservation
efforts, more efficient buildings and
a winter that was 13 percent warmer
than 2006,” Bartels said.
He added that another reason is
the inclusion of Energy Star appli
ances in GVSU buildings, especially
in living centers and dining halls.
“Energy Star appliances in
corporate advanced technolo
gies and use 10 to 50 percent
less energy than standard
appliances,” Bartels said.
Additionally, the rate
of water consumption
per square foot has de
creased by 22 percent
compared to the
rate calculated six
years ago. This
is significant as
less consump
tion leads to less
water in need of
treatment, which
in turn saves energy
and money.
ephillips@lanthorn.com

GVSU’S CARBON FOOTPRINT
(in metric tons Of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent)

decrease in
carbon
footprint
from 2006
to 2012

* numbers provided by GVSU’s Climate Action Council & the
American College & University President’s Climate Commitment

The Burning Bronx
Majora Carter inspires hope, possibility
problems that needed attention.
“I really felt that we needed
to not only be fighting against
something, but it’s also really im
portant to be fighting for some
thing,” Carter said. “What do you
really want to change?”
Carter got her wish by receiv
ing what she considered a bizarre
proposal to restore the Bronx
River. As her first project, she
received a $3 million investment
to turn an illegal dump into the
Huntspoint Riverside Park. Now,
next in line is the 11 mile South
Bronx Greenway which is a $1.25
million federal transportation
proposal and largest infusrbn of
federal planning money to come
into the neighborhood for a posi
tive purpose.
“The thing that I’m most
proud of is developing and un
derstanding that when you plan
and start working to support a
community, you have to figure
out ways to make sure that you
are supporting the people* in it
so they can fully participate in its
development,” Carter said.
With this thought, Cartef cre
ated the country’s very first gVeencollar job training and placement

BY LEAH MITCHELL
GVL STAFF WRITER

BO ANDERSON|GVL
Sparking change

i,

v

Majora Carter delivers the keynote speech as part of the Martin Luther King Jr. celebration.

>

About 200 members of the
Grand Valley State University
community listened Thursday
as urban revitalizationist Majora
Carter shared her story of grow
ing up and why she developed
a passion for a historically redlined area.
“"The Burning Bronx,’ which
was sort of infamous in my child
hood, symbolized the arson that
ran rapid in the South Bronx,”
Carter said. “Landlords were
torching their buildings to collect
insurance money because there
wasn’t any type of investment
money coming in to support
them. But despite all that, these
were the playgrounds, and it was
very much of a community.”
An abundance of waste facili
ties, power plants, diesel trucks,
obesity, diabetes and one of the
highest childhood asthma hospi
talization rates in the country are
only a few of the problems that
are concentrated in the South
Bronx areas.
By
happenstance,
Carter
landed back in the South Bronx
after her completion of gradu
ate school and recognized the .

4
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Saving the earth one bottle of hand sanitizer at a time

BY AMINA MAMATY
GVL INTERNATIONAL BLOGGER

It now has been 3 weeks
since school started back
again, and in case you
haven’t noticed, the GV pop
ulation had doubled. Yes, in
addition to the students, we
have a new but not so unfa
miliar community living on
this campus: say hello to flu
germs.
Of course, I do not wish
anybody to get the flu but I

always And it interesting the
way the United States han
dles certain situations when
it comes to health.
I call a lot of my friends
“germaphobes*. First, we
have to recognize that
Americans like being in their
own bubble of space, and no
one else should invade it. 1
have observed this in class,
and on the bus, Americans
are more likely to leave one
seat in between whoever
is sitting next to or behind
them. There are hand sani
tizers everywhere and you
will definitely get called out
if someone thinks you need
to use it. Students go all the
way out of the classroom to
blow their nose, and most

Americans have been taught
not cough in their hands or
their fist, but in their arm
instead.
It might sound very logi
cal for you, but in my coun
try this is not how it is. Here,
a small little cough gets you
a couple dirty looks.
In France, the students
are not supposed to leave
class at any moment without
their instructor’s permission,
so could you imagine during
the Winter, 25 students ask
ing their professor if they
can go outside to blow their
nose during a lecture? It
would be ridiculous.
Because the French and
Americans have very dif
ferent cultures, taking care

of your health has its own
characteristic. It is fasci
nating how here anything
going wrong with an indi
vidual must be related to
some type of medicine or
disorder. In my home coun
try, if you can’t concentrate
in class, well, it is your fault.
“Try to focus”, the professors
would say. Here, if you can’t
concentrate you have ADD.
In France, if you can’t sleep,
well, you will most likely
have to count sheep until
your eyelids fall, but here,
if you can’t sleep, you can
take NyQuil and pass out
within 20 minutes. I like to
joke around a lot and laugh
all the time, but sometimes
-1 just want to chill and be

quiet. Would I be consid
ered bipolar? What if I am
tired and had an exhaust
ing day? I sometimes find
this a little extreme, but so
emerged in the culture, I
find myself coming to the
same assumptions and hab
its. It’s almost like you have
to know and be able to tell
someone if they ask you
what you are “suffering”
from or you will be classi
fied as suspect.
America has me believ
ing that hand sanitizer could
almost save me during a life
or death situation — I’m be
ing a little sarcastic there,
but you all see what I am
trying to say. I believe that it
has to do with health insur

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

EDITORIAL

Do you think graduate students should
have a bigger role on GV’s campus?

FAIR FUNDING

“No, with all of the activities that
I do, I think they already seem to
play a large role in the campus
community."

Marketing major
Saginaw, Mich.

“No, I think that should be each
individuals choice. If they’ve had
their fill of “college life", they
should be able to move on to
the "real life” and pursue other
fulfilling experiences.”
KATELYN BOLLING
Freshman
Allied health science major
Southgate. Mich.

"Yes, because they’re a part of
our institution too and should be
involved with the Grand Valley
community.”

amamaty<@)lanthorn.com

The new Student Life Administrative Board is a good move toward
the inclusivenes of graduate students in the allocation process
raduate students make up
toward leveling the playing field 13,5 percent of the student
the creation of a Student Life Fund
body at Grand Valley State
Administrative Board to review the
University, Though it may not &em
allocation process from the Student
like a huge percentage of the whole,
Life Fund - is a positive step toward
they are still students who come to
a more inclusive student govern
this campus, and in that way, they are ment; one that has been in the mak
just as relevant as any majority group
ing for over two years now.
The Student Life Fund Admin
there is.
Since the Lanthom last reported
istrative Board, made up of faculty,
the numbers in December of 2011,
students and staff-, will look at the
graduate students only received less
overall Student Life Fund process,
than 3 percent of the Student Life
and act as what Bob Stoll, Director
of Student Life called “an intermedi
Fund. For the 2009-10 academic
ate recommendation board to the
year, graduate students contributed
budget office as far as funding needs
$127,563 to the Student Life Fund,
but only received 2.9 percent of that
for student organizations.”
The administrative board will
money (or $3,735) was awarded to
registered graduate student organiza allocate money to the Student Senate
tions. That’s why GVSU’s latest step
and the Graduate Student Associa

G

ALYSSA DAVENPORT
Junior

ance being very hard to get.
It is way to expensive to get
sick, so why not curing and
preventing catching germs
ourselves? I also think it is
in the American values to
try to be the strongest and
solve everything. As you al
ready know, the French are
known for losing all types
of wars in the world history,
so that might explain a lot.
Maybe Napoleon and his
troops didn’t win because
he couldn’t sleep the night
before and/or had ADD and
had no remedy. The world
may never know, so I guess
us French will stick to not
shaving and eating snails ...
bon appetit!”

tion, then those two bodies will use
the allocation process to distribute
money to the various registered stu
dent groups and organizations. The
review process will begin in the up
coming weeks, and the funding will
be distributed to both the Student
Senate and Graduate Student As
sociation start with the next school
year. The creation of this group is not
only a symbolic handshake between
the two groups, but also in line with
the university’s 2010-15 Strategic
Plan objective that calls for the “cre
ation of support services for graduate
students” by year 2012.
So here’s to you, GVSU- for
making student governance more
inclusive for all walks of the student
body.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH

SHAYLYN BRADY
Sophomore

*‘|V \

Alliad health science
Northville, Mich.

NO, I'M HIS OLDeP BPOTHeP, SNOWY.
NOW set LOST'

-kAumi Tu-iri. nr<»
“I think that GV already does in
clude grad students on campus.
Being apart of student sen
ate freshman year, we allowed
graduate students to represent
themselves at weekly meetings.
CAITLIN FISCUS
Senior
Allied health science major
Grosse Point Woods. Mich.

“Yes, I think they already hold a
large role by helping different
organizations on campus. But
it would be nice to see more of
them actively involved in other
campus activities.”
JESSICA PRESTON
Junior

asmith@lanthorn.com

VALLEY VOTE

exercise science
Midland, Mich

LAST ISSUE’S QUESTION:

Are men naturally
predisposed to be
interested in athletics
more so than womens?

WEB EXCLUSIVE

Read the column
"FINDING LASTING
FIXES"
by Stephanie Schoch

BY NATE SMITH
GVL COLUMNIST

READ MORE ONLINE AT LANTHORN.COM

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorhs opinion page is to act as a
forum for public discussion, comment
and criticism in the Grand Valley
State University community. Student
opinions published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the paper as
an entity.
The Grand Valley iMrthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthom will not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs. The content information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space permits,
and are reserved for letters to the editor
only, all other reader-generated content
can be submitted to the Grand VaUey
binthoms YourSpace page by emailing
«. inimuinity@famthom.com.
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Make the most of last moments

Letters to the editor should include
the author’s full name and relevant
title along with a valid email and
phone number for confirming the
identity of the author. Letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and are not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside
of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email at
edjtorial@ilanthom.com or by dropping
off your submission in person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:

Should graduate
students have a bigger
role in GVSU’s student
government?

LOG ON & VOTE

LANTHORN.COM

Got something to say?
We’ll listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com

The Apophis asteroid
came and went two weeks
ago without as much as a
sideways glance by most
people (don’t worry, it’ll be
back in 2036). No harm,
no foul. However, the lat
est nuclear threats by North
Korea means the clock for
our species is ticking. Disar
mament talks with Iran that
have come to a grinding, pes
simistic halt means that said
clock is running a bit fast.
I know I always poke fun
at predictions of the end of the
world, but with so many po
tential catalysts being juggled
around at once, we’re kind of
playing with fire now. This
isn’t some crackpot theory
about ancient calendars or the
return of Jesus for our often
talked about final judgment.
This is the potential end of life
on this planet, as we know it.
For serious this time. If you’ve
read Watchmen, you know
that’s not cool at all.
Upon first hearing the

news I began to think about
what I would do if I found
out that the end was actually
going to occur. Would I call
my parents and give them
the classic Bruce Willis Ar
mageddon talk? Or would I
just thank my lucky stars that
I wouldn’t have to pay my stu
dent loans back and sit back
with a glass of scotch? While
thinking about what I would
do in my final moments I
realized the implications of
such a decision. I mean re
ally, what would you do if you
realized that every dream,
aspiration and hope you’ve
ever had would soon he made
irrelevant with the impact of
an asteroid or nuclear bomb?
That 2000 page Harry Pot
ter fan fiction piece you were
working on doesn’t seem so
important now does it?
Every course of action I
thought about taking had
alluded to things I secretly
wanted to do in the first place:
confess my love to someone
special, tell my friends how
much they really mean to me,
try to find a red panda and
cuddle the living hell out of it.
That’s when it hit me. why can’t
I just do all of that stuff now?
Why wait until the extinction
of my species to tell the people
around me how much their

friendship means to me?
I’m not planning on going
crazy with this, but I realized
that I felt a lot better with my
self taking chances and going
on impulses. I started donat
ing to a charity to help save
the last 10,000 red pandas
that are in the wild. I went out
on a date with a person I’ve
wanted to ask out for years!
In hindsight I’m thankful my
last actions on this plane of
existence wasn’t that date (it
went really, really horribly).
It feels good knowing that I’m
leaving no stone unturned.
I guess what I’m trying to
say is don’t put your dreams,
hopes or even impulses on
hold for anything. Our spon
taneity and sometimes ir
rational tendencies are what
make us human. It’s what
makes us beautiful. Mind
you it’s these tendencies that
have created this mess, but
I mean... no species is per
fect. In an ailing world where
horrible atrocities happen on
a daily basis, our species still
finds time to laugh, love and
cuddle cute animals. Don’t
wait to do something until
it seemingly won’t matter.
That’s too easy, and things
might not end up as awesome
as you hoped they would be.
nsmlth(a)lanthorn.com
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Professional conference prepares students for jobs
Former GVSU graduates, local business men give guidance to students !
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Brandon Solano, head
chef and vice president of
Development for Dominos

MAJORA
CONTINUED FROM A3
system called B.E.S.T (Bronx
Environment Steward Train
ing). B.E.S.T focuses on help
ing people understand the
value of themselves and their
community. It also strives to
help the community un
derstand that it can play a
positive role and contribute

ii
Until the end of
his days, he was
really pushing the
poor people's
movement.

If
MAJORA CARTER

URBAN REVITALIZATIONI ST

to society in a way that sup
ports its residents.
“Specifically to Dr. King,
I thought he might be a
little disappointed by the
way things have worked
out since his death,” Carter

ZUMBERGE
CONTINUED FROM A3
cess to the needed informa
tion. Our Document Delivery
department is ready to help us
obtain needed items when ac
cess to our copy is limited.”
De Wind added that there
are over 320,000 items in the
university collection all mov
ing into the new library.
Merry said Zumberge Li
brary will officially be closed
on April 27, and that a satel
lite library in the Thornapple
Room of the Kirkhof Center
will open on April 26.
“The satellite library will
feature items such as course
reserves for the spring, a
hold shelf where items can
be picked up, circulation
collection requests, as well
as library staff,” Merry said.
The hours of the satellite li
brary will be Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 6.p.m.

Pizza, told students Friday at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s 2013 Student to Profes
sional Conference that, “what
someone does builds upon
what they’ve already done.”

stated. “Until the end of his
days, he was really pushing
the poor people’s move
ment. It was about poverty.
Regardless of your color,
when you are embedded
in that world, it just has
everything to do with how
you live your life. This hit
me like a ton of bricks as I
started doing this work, and
I realized there are South
Bronx’s all over the country
that have the same type of
inner-city problems.”
Carter said she is deter
mined to raise the bar for
what passes as economic
and housing facilities in
the South Bronx commu
nity. She ended her speech
with a closing note that
portrayed another person
al hope for the nation.
“This is just the next
step,” she said. “Listen,
we’ve seen enough trib
ute to all of our collective
failures. Now we can start
building some monuments
to hope and possibility.”
Imitchell@
lanthorn.com

and will have limited hours
on Saturday and Sunday.
There are many projects
underway in preparation for
the new library, Such as an
examination of the service
model and how it will oper
ate in the new environment
of the Mary Idema Pew Li
brary, Merry said.
“The new physical envi
ronment will bring about
different ways to deliver a va
riety of services,” Merry said.
“We want to remove barriers
from students by making
materials faster to access and
less of a headache.”
For more information
on the progression of the
library, call the University
Libraries Dean’s Office at
616-331-2621 or call the
Zumberge Library directly
at 616-331-3500.

Though many people
may not recognize him by
name, they’re likely to rec
ognize him by his face —
he’s in all of the restaurant’s
commercials.
Solano is a GVSU alum,
which is why he came to the
conference sponsored by
the Herman Miller Com
pany. He worked for Proc
tor and Gamble, Hershey’s,
Kellogg and Coca-Cola be
fore he began at Domino’s.
Solano spearheaded the ef
fort to take Domino’s pizza
from being, according to
taste tests, on par with pizza
from Chuck-E-Cheese’s to
the pizza that it is today.
“I wanted to see a com
mercial made,” he said. “Nev
er thought I’d be in one.”
Solano shared his jour
ney from the child of a sin
gle mother living in Flint
to being the vice president
of a major company. Using
his own experiences as ex
amples, Solano impressed
upon the listening attendees
that the rest of their lives are
built upon the foundations
they’ve created in college.
He emphasized this point by
talking about how he almost
lost his full scholarship due
to having a 1.3 GPA his first
semester at GVSU. The next
semester, he brought that
number up to 4.0.
He also made a point to
tie in his faith with his story.
“There’s no way this hap
pens without God,” he said.
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Success next door. Brandon Solano, GVSU alumn. is now head chef and VP for Domino’s Pizza.

Though Solano was the
keynote speaker of the day,
many other individuals were
present from various com
panies and corporations.
These individuals directed
groups of about 15 students
each and taught them strat
egies involved in leaving the
student world behind and
becoming a young profes
sional.
In these smaller work
shops, students learned how
to give a proper handshake,
write a good resume, use
Linkedln to network and
find jobs, give a ‘30 second
commercial’ of themselves
when meeting someone and
other career-related skills.
Sean Huddleston of
GVSU’s Intercultural Train
ing department gave advice

on interviewing to students
during an opening largegroup presentation.
“You need to make sure
that you under-sell and
over-deliver
(yourself),”
Huddleston said.
He learned this lesson
when he was hired for his
first professional job after
lying in the interview. The
time to prove his skills came
the first day, and since he’d
had no time to learn the pro
gram that he said he could
teach to other employees,
he left the job at lunchtime
without telling anyone.
His mistake, Huddleston
said, is one students should
learn from and not make
themselves.
Jennifer Maxson of Varnum Consulting outlined

rules for shaking hands, and
another workshop leader,
Sandy Swanson, gave re
sume advice.
Alexis Howard, a recruit
er for St. Mary’s Health Care
and one of the workshop
leaders, advised students to
identify their goals before
going into an interview.
“If you don’t know what
you’re looking for you
probably won’t find it,”
Howard said.
Graduate student Molly
Thompson said she benefit
ed from the conference.
“The event had many
great presenters who gave ;3S
helpful advice that can be
applied in preparation for
graduation,” she said.
ephillips@lanthorn.com
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NEWS
I am Grand Valley recognizes student
leaders who display and utilize strong
leadership skills that contribute to the
Grand Valley State university community
and beyond. These student leaders will
be recognized at the I am Grand Valley
Leadership Reception on Wednesday, Jan.
30, 2013 from 2:30-4:30 p.m. in Kirkhof
Center, Room 2204 and the campus
community is invited to attend. Celebrate
the collective difference that each student
makes at GVSU. WE are Grand Valley!

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

You areGrand

Congratulations to the 2013 ((l am Grand Valley” nominees:
Leila Abdel-Rahman
Jin Aberle
Ebone Abrams
Morgan Addis
Mario Adkins
Larissa Aguirre
Eunice Ahn
Kevin Albrecht
Trenton Allen
Elizabeth Alley
Michelle Allmayer
Maha Almazan
Breann Andersen
Bo Anderson
Sherri Anderson
Lester Anderson
Katherine Andert
Heather Anteau
Anthony Anzell
Jordyn Appel
Tesha Archer
Sarah Armand
Shirlene Armstrong
Kelsie Arnett
Lisa Arnold
Erin Ash
Audrey Augur
Sarah Austin
Mohamed Azuz
Taylor Babcock
Megan Bajema
Morgan Baker
DeMante Baldwin
Katlyn Bales
Brittany Ballew
Pierre Banks
Charlotte Barth
Jamie Bartkowicz
Michael Bartus
Molly Batchik
Joseph Baumann
Miranda Beard
Amanda Beaufore
Jonathan Becker
Blade Beckwith
Gina Belcastro
Veronica Beltran
Charles Benke III
Kathrin Bennett
Bryan Beran
Gail Berkompas
Amanda Bernard
Jordyn Betz
Emily Bialecki
Adam Bialecki
Jon Bialowicz
Michelle Bickford
Willy Bigirimana
Halie Black
Teresa Boersma
Matthew Bogden
Leslie Boker
Taylor Bolleber
DeLain Bomer III
Ryan Borchert
Grace Borton
Emily Bougher
Megan Boundy
Andrew Bouwens
Michelle Bouwkamp
Allie Bouza
Victoria Bowen
Adam Boyden
Micah Boyer
Avril Boyle
Jordan Boze
Matthew Bozek
Nikita Bradford
Cortez Bradley
Reed Bramble
Logan Brenk
Andrea Brickley
Megan Brincat
Margaux Brisbois
Eric Broadworth
Jacob Brokenshaw
Megan Brown
Steven Brown
Patrick Brown
Andrew Brown
Elizabeth Brown
Shelby Bruseloff
Bethany Buchanan
Sarah Budyta
Jona Bumstead
Autumn Burin
Alex Burkholz
Kristen Burr
Veronica Burt
Alex Bush
John Bushaw
Kelly Butler
Kristoffer Butler

Chelsea Button
Rebecca Cadeau
Chelsea Callaghan
Derek Camiileri
Sharquel Campbell
Tiffany Cannon
Eric Carbajal
Jazzmine Carroll
Andrew Carter
Jessica Carter
Randy Cathey Jr
Eric Cederholm
Kelsey Chandler
Haley Chapman
Trent Chappell
LaKeith Chavers
Julio Chavez
Evelyn Chavez
Yue Chen
Peter Chhum
Andrew Choe
Stephanie Choriatis
Christina Choriatis
Katrina Chomij
Mary Chovance
Jeremy Christiansen
Tracey Chritz
Chelsea Chritz
Nick Ciliak
Maria Ciolino
Aaron Clark
Patrick Clark
Danielle Clark
Pamela Clark
Asia Clayton
Megan Clearwater
Anthony Clemons
Angela Cluley
Lynsey Comeau
Colleen Condra
Nick Conley
Patrick Connors
Peter Conrad
Lee Constantine
Tyler Cooley
Chelsea Cooper
Carolyn Cordle
Katie Costantini
Joseph Courtade
Eric Cousins
Karly Cramer
Colin Cran
Lucas Crandle
Lauren Crane
Claire Crosmun
Alexis Croswell
Ashley Curd
Kollin Currie
Hannah Curtiss
Charles Cusack
Adam Cutler
Paula Cynar
Meghan Cytacki
Paige Darbyshire
Katelyn Darling
Brooke Davis
Tylaer Davis
Emny De Leon
Austin Dean
Matthew Dec
Sarah DeCeuninck
Paloma Deerfield
Abigail DeHart
Megan DeKievit
Emily DeLano
Angelina Delgado
Carol Deveney
Zachary Devereaux
Tyler DeWald
Kyle DeWald
Laura DeWitt
Rebekah DeWolf
Michelle Dickinson
Bethany DiGiovanni
Dominique DiPiazza
Natalie Do
Brianne Docter
Devan Dodge
David Doemer
Jeff Domagala
Antionio Douthet
Lindsay Draher
Douwe Driehuis
Jesse DuBay
Nicholas Duckett
Aubrey Duman
Tyler Dunham
Alexandra Duquet
Chelsea Durham
Mary Durston
Karissa Dyda
Michael Dykstra
Abbie Dykstra

gvsu.edu/iamgv

Hannah Earl
Jon Earley
Justine Easter
Amber Eaton
Alexander Ebenstein
Aaron Eckert
Jessica Eckler
Caitlin Edwards
Brandon Erhart
Erin Erickson
Inez Escareno
Kyle Esper
Cassandra Evans
Lindsay Evens
Roxanne Evers
Nina Fader
Ruth Farnsworth
Darian Farrell
Caley Faulkner
Morgan Fedewa
Brooke Femat
Samantha Ferqueron
Kelsey Ferrand
Katherine Ferriss
Matt Figlewicz
Meranda Figueroa
Chelsea Filloon
Andrea Filter
Lauren Firestone
Sarnia Fitouri
Michelle Fleck
Rosa Fleming
Chloe Floyd
Alesha Floyd
Megan Flynn
Lindsay Foreman
Christa Formberg
Ellie Fought
Matthew Fowler
Dorothy Frailey
Angelette French
Joshua Frey
Danielle Fritz
Jordan Fruchey
Jakia Fuller
Brooke Fuller
Mario Galeno
Shay Gallagher
Ingrid Gallegos
Hector Garcia
Juana Garcia
Vanessa Garcia
Emma Gasinski
Kayla Gause
Nathanael Gendron
Kelsey George
Nathan Gerken
Mohammed
Ghannam
Dana Giancarlo
Jenna Gibbs
Laura Gibson
Abigail Gilliland
Alexander Gillis
John Gipson
Leah Girard
Lora Gleghom
Melanie Glover
Alec Gonzalez
Rubi Gonzalez
Brennen Gorman
Jessica Gortsema
Bailey Goyette
Morgan Grainer
Auror Grajeda
Kendall Grayer
Shayna Green
Rachel Gregg
Mitchell Grewer
Kimberlee Griggs
Jared Groth
Michelle Guinyard
Amanda Gutowski
Allison Gutowski
Dominic Haddad
Jilia Hagen
Rachel Hall
Amy Hallochak
Jessica Hamlin
Ye Han
Scott Hancox
Erin Hand
Taylor Hansen
Rochelle Harmon
Nicole Harrington
Jerrod Harrison
Audra Hartges
Lindsay Harting
Tim Hartland
Amanda Haupt
Patrick Haverty
Dejanae Hayes
Abigail Hayes

Kristen Hayes
Michael Hebert
Ashley Heick
Katelyn Heider
Ian Heinicke
Jackie Hejl
Katie Hekstra
Ashley Helm
Olivia Henry
Hannah Henson
Tom Herin
Sarah Hillenbrand
Jessica Hines
Jennifer Hlady
Lacie Hoag
Emily Hoffmann
April Holder
Jessica Hollenbeck
Rebecca Holsinger
Emily Holt
Kaylen Hook
Brianne Hooper
Emily Horvat
Renata Horvath
Chad Houseman
Kailee Howard
Kellie Howe
Jamie Howlett
Aaron Hoxworth
Kristen Hrecho
Rachel Huddleston
Jessica Huddlestun
V’Lecea Hunter
Megan Hurley
Caitlyn Hurley
Sarah Husted
Stephanie Huynh
Emily Iddins
Judith Ingles
Francisco Iniguez
Jordan Inring
Abish Israde
Emma Jack
Ryan Jackson
Noelle Jacobs
Kelly Jameson
Evely Janice
Elizabeth Jawish
Brandon Jelinek
Erin Jenkinson
Jamie Jobin
Ashley Johnson
Abby Johnson
Brenna Johnson
Michael Johnson
Kayla Johnson
Molly Johnston
Joe Jones
Darius Jordan
Jennifer Jordan
Meghan Jordon
Bemy Jose
Elizabeth Josey
Sarah Joslyn
Emily Kade
Shahed Kadem
John Kaiser III
Nathan Kalinowski
Lauren Kaphengst
Mallory Kaysserian
Lauren Keck
Taylor Keefer
Karlee Keiper
Bailey Keller
Lucy Keller
Adam Kendall
Blake Kenney
Erin Kephart
Cassandra Kerr
Caitlin Key
Mackenzie Kindel
Maizie Kineman
Ryan King
Greg King
Jimmy Kingsley
Cameron Kinney
John Kinney
William Kish
Linda Kisner
Stephanie Kladder
Carley Klebba
Allison Knopf
Marissa Kobe
Jathan Koetje
Daria Konanykhina
Mahtab Koochaki
Maggie Kopas
Allyssa Kopec
Parin Kothari
Jepkoech Kottutt
Stephanie Kramer
Tamra Kren
Doug Krusell

Rachel Krzyske
Nika Kusmierz
Tanisha Kuykendall
Stephanie Labby
Jennifer LaBeau
Christine LaBelle
Ahmed Lachheb
Joel Lakatos
Nick Lange
Krystin Langerak
Renee Langevin
Lindsay LaPointe
Hayley Larson
Greg Laubacher
Susan Lawless
Tim Layer
Emma Lazzar
Kelly Le
Taylor Lee
Joshua Lee
Kevin Leland
Aileen Lemanski
Danielle Letang
Evan Lian
Matt Lim
David Lo
Stephen Long
Melanie Lorts
Kylie Loudenslager
Tendo Lukwago
Joshua Lycka
Matthew Lypka
Mengyi (Momo) Ma
Kelsey Mackie
Garett MacLean
Jordan Maddox
Andrew Magirl
Lauren Maier
Hannah Malik
Francis Mangala
Alexia Mangala
Claire Marchesano
Rane Martin
Kyle Martin
Michael Martinelli
Jennifer Martinez
Claire Massman
Jennifer Mast
Reynaldo Mata
Lindsay Matteoni
Katrina Maynes
Colin McCasland
Austin McCormick
Joshua McCoy
Ryan McCreary
Cassandra McCullen
Laura McCulley
Katrina McEntee
William McFarland
Shealyn McGee
Bridgette McGuire
Lee McLaughlin
Brittany Mclellan
Aubrey McMahan
Jazmin McMullen
Chad McNamara
Matthew Medina
Danielle Meirow
Yonathan Mengsteab
Jessica Meppelink
Lauren Meyer
Rylee Mielecki
Cassie Miles
Eric Miller
Cameron Miller
Stacey Miller
Nina Miller
Brendan Miller
Joseph Miller
Courtney Miller
Skyler Mills
Emelie Milnikel
Addie Minchin
Cody Mittig
Crystal Moenaert
Amina Mohamed
Taylor Moore
Danielle Morabito
Max Morell
Courtney Morey
Hillary Morgan
Nick Moulds
Emma Moulton
Joel Mounts
Shawn Mueller
Alice Munday
Rachael Mundy
Santiago Murillo
Justin Murphy
Garrett Murphy
Bret Myers
Jessica Naftaly
Crystal Nakamura
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Abbie Nederhoed
Bri Neff
William Neuson
Jeremy Ng
Brandon Nguyen
Tulip Nguyen
Jerika Nguyen
Thomas Nichols
Robert Nielsen
Tyler Nixon
Lucas Noel
Lesley Noll
Rya Northrop
Erika Noth
Lena Nyberg
Madalyn Nygren
Leah O’Brien
Deborah O’Brien
Kayla Okarski
Adesinmibola
Olabode
Anna Grace O'Leary
Kendra Ollis
Ashton O’Malley
Kevin O’Neill
Sarah Opdycke
Bianca Ortiz
Julie Orwig
Nosa Osaretin
Melissa Overweg
Katie Oyama
James Padden
Jasmine Padin
Jenna Page
.
Amanda Paison
Sarah Pale
Danielle Pallardy
Brianna Pannell
Ju Yong Park
Jodie Parker
Christian Parkes
Chandni Patel
Mallory Patterson
Mikaela Pattison
Andrea Pattison
Michelle Pavlak
Elizabeth Peck
Whitney Pedersen
Kayla Pedrolini
Matthew Peisert
Jeffrey Pelc
Doris Penn
Miguel Perez Vives
Liana Periard
Emma Perkins
Jeffery Perry
Bridget Peters
Megan Peterson
Tran Pham
Holly Piccione
Carolyn Pidgeon
Emily Pierce
Kenneth Pierson
Ashley Piper
Rose Pizzo
Kaitlyn Plascencia
Monica Plukarski
Sean Pollard
Kayla Pollard
Erin Pollock
Ashley Potts
Kasey Power
James Price
Kanesha Price
Chelsea Pulice
Lauren Purvis
Alison Querfeld
Alessa Quinones
Julia Raap
Joshua Radecki
Michael Raden
Jamar Ragland
Heather Rahn
Michael Rajnicek
Irma Ramirez
Megan Reeves
Seth Regan
Michelle Revord
Amy Reynolds
Kelsey Rice
Jennifer Rice
Madeleine Rich
Steven Richardson
Elizabeth Richmond
Shannon Riffel
Victoria Ritter
Emilee Ritz
Claudia Rivera
Cody Rivers
Mischelay Roberts
Hannah Robinson
Elizabeth Robison
Amanda Rodgers

Janissa Rodriguez
Jose Rodriguez
Ruben Rodriguez
Justin Rohr
Gustavo Rosa
Therese Rosenberg
Rebecca Rosevear
Kathleen Ross .
Evan Roycraft
Chantel Ruffin
Carl Rumsey
Shelbi Rushing
Rebecca Russell
Craig Russo
Marissa Ruthven
Lauren Rydquist
Caitlin Rykse
Jacob Sackleh
Jazmin San Juan
Garcia
Mario Sanchez
Mayra Sanchez
Justin Sams
Hope Sartain
Darris Sawtelle
Matthew Sawyer
Garrett Sawyer
Jacob Schacht
Kevin Scheiber
Samantha Schenk
Eric Scherbinski
Derek Schonhoff
Josh Schroedter
Brian Schulte
Nicolette Schweitzer
Brian Scott
Ganick See Wee Keat
Becky Seeds
Yarisbel Segura
Rebecca Serrano
Eric Sesselmann
May Shabaka
Beth Shank
India Shields
Rachel Shinsky
Taylor Shumate
Kasey Shunkwiler
Krista Shutvet
Rebekah Simon
Hilary Skalski
Jakob Slep
Kathryn Smidstra
Margaret Smith
Alecia Smith
Miles Smith
Kacee Smith
Lauren Smith
Kate Snider
Sarah Snow
Christina Sobolak
Zachary Sompels
Jessica Soto
Lauren Spaans
Mary Spalding
Paige Spisak
Amy Spitz
Trevor Spoelma
Scott St. Louis
Hannah Stahrr
Leah Starks
Thomas Stasa
Jesse Stec
Trey Stein
Grace Sterenberg
Eric Stevens
Brandi Stewart
Samantha Stites
Morgan Stocker
Jenna Stoken
Caitin Stoltman
Nicole Stoner
Samantha Stortz
Julie Stoscup
Elizabeth Strach
Bret Stuffelbeam
Megan Sturza
Megan Susterich
Kevin Swift
Amanda Tamburrino
Lisa Tate
Audrey TeBos
Shelby Tedrow
Ismelda Tello
Trevor TenBrink
Linda Teng
Adam Terwilliger
Eric Tetsworth
Mackenzie Thaden
Joshua Theil
Hannah Thelander
William Thomas
Sarah Thornton
Stacey Thurston

Kate Tippett
Brooke Tomcsik
Olivia Tomei
Anrla Trenshaw
Lindsay Trevethan
Trevor Trudeau
Scott Trumbo
Rebecca Uhazie
Christina Uplinger
Anna Urban
Thomas Vachon
Michelle Vader
Alana Valacak
Katelyn Valliere
Kelly Van Munster
Alexa VanBrocklin
Marcy Vander Meer
Bridgett Vanderhoof
Nicole VanderKlok
Abigial VanderMeulen
Kelli Vandersteen
Tyler VanderWal
Alison VanDine
Chelsea VanNoord
Justin VanPortfliet
Ashley VanRaalte
Kaitlyn Vaughn
Ametia Vaughn-Scott
Jordan Veenstra
Lindsay Viviano
Christine Vo
Stephanie Voelck
Lindsey Vogelaar
Alison von Werder
Erica Voss
Dakota Vradenburg
Brent Wager
Courtney Walker
Jacob Walson
Daniel Warari
Patrick Ward
Jordan Ward
Mark Washburn
Christina Weatherly
Jazzmin Weathers
Danielle Weaver
Hannah Webb
Jarrett Weber
Trade Webster
Jessica Wehby
Stephanie Weinstein
Meredith Welsh
Caroline Wesley
Kyle Wesley
Dmitri Westbrook
Hanna Westerhof
Elizabeth Whaley
Lynn Wheeler
Jeremy Whitmore
Joshua Whitmore
Josie Whitsel
Megan Whybra
Elizabeth Wiliams
Kandace Williams
Jacqueline Williams
Lawrence Williams
Megan Williams
Samantha Williams
Sarah Wilson
Lisa Wilson
Tyffanie Wilson
Arache’ Wilson
Shatoya Wilson
Paul Wlson
Krystal Wilson
Andi Wit
Christian Winey
Katelyn Winslow
Brittney Winters
Sarah Wojnicki •
Meagan Wolschon
Danielle Womeldorf
David Wood
Mary Katherine
Woodson
Aleia Wright
Mark Wobbel
Wisdom Wyant
Jeudi Xiong
Angela Yazbec
Julie Yunker
Kellie Zachman
Meghan Zeitter
Sherry Zhang
Stephanie Zielinski
Holly Zilke
Natalie Zimmer
Katelyn Zink
Noah Zucker
James Zyrek
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GVSU'S BALTES
HONORED
Grand Valley State Univer
sity track and field head coach
Jerry Baltes has earned his
namesake as part of the Unit
ed States Track & Field and
Cross Country Coaches Asso
ciation (USTFCCCA) Division II
Women's Program of the Year
Award.
The USTFCCCA is chang
ing the name of the award to
the "Jerry Baltes Award',' after
he led the Lakers to a sweep
of all three NCAA National
Championships in the past ac
ademic year (women's indoor/
outdoor track & field, women's
cross country).

GVSU TOP D-ll
WOMEN'S PROGRAM
The Grand Valley State Uni
versity women's track & field
and cross country program
has been named the U.S.Track
& Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association (USTFC
CCA) Division II Women's Pro
gram of the Year Award for the
fourth consecutive season.
Last season, the Lakers
won all three women's NCAA
National
Championships:
cross country, indoor track
& field, and outdoor track &
field.
GVSU is led by Jerry Bal
tes, who has been the head
coach of the programs for the
past 14 seasons. Coaching
both the men's and women's
programs, he has earned 10
USTFCCCA National Coach of
the Year awards and 50 GLIAC
Coach of theYear awards.

WIERCINSKI NAMED
ATHLETE OFTHEWEEK
Wiercinski earned the award
based on her performance on
the 3-meter board in GVSU's
final meet of the regular sea
son against the University of
Indianapolis, where her firstplace score of 298.20 set a
GVSU freshman record.
Her performance on the
1-meter board earned her a
score of 280.88, earning her
a second place finish in the
event.
Wiercinski has qualified for
both the 1-meter and 3-meter
board in the NCAA National
Championships, which will
happen on Mar. 5 in Birmingham, Ala. at 9 a.m.

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Sharing the rock: Senior Tony Peters dishes the ball during a recent game against Northwood University.
The Lakers were able to battle back from 19 down but came up just short.

start plagues
GVin GLIAC
showdown

STYMIED!
they’re an outstanding defensive team.”
Facing a 19-point deficit, the
Lakers didn’t pack it in. After a dunk
he Grand Valley State Uni from senior Tyrone Lee and another
versity mens basketball teams Woodson layup, GVSU cut the defi
strong second half starts have cit to single digits at 50-41 with 5:25
been a signature of their successful
remaining in the game.
Season thus far.
“To our guys credit, I thought we
On Saturday against Wayne State really battled back and made it in
University (13-3, 12-1 GLIAC), the teresting, but that early second half
GLIAC North division leader, GVSU stretch proved to be the difference in
(14-4,11 -3) was on the wrong end of the game,” Wesley said.
a second half run that resulted in a
Wayne State also held a large
62-56 defeat.
margin on the glass, outreboundWayne State held a 30-26 advan ing the Lakers 41 to 27, including an
tage at halftime, but would come out
11 -3 edge on offensive rebounds.
and start the second half on a 15-0 run,
Lee was one of three Lakers in
giving them a substantial 45-26 lead. double digits and led the team with
GVSU did not score until the 13:13
11 points. Freshman Ricardo Carba
mark in the second half, when junior jal and senior Breland Hogan added
Rob Woodson converted a layup.
10 points.
“Came out the start of the second
“They came out the second half
half and we could just not get our of with a lot of energy,” Lee said. “They
fense going,” said head coach Ric were more aggressive on the glass.
Wesley. “They went on a little bit of a They had all five guys attacking the
run and created some separatidn. We glass Slid we didn’t, so it shows in
couldn’t get any of our shooters to get the stat sheet.”
going. Give Wayne State a lot of credit,
On Thursday, GVSU dominated
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

T

their rivals Saginaw Valley State Uni
versity on their way to a 78-62 victory.
The win marked the 200th vic
tory for Wesley at GVSU.
“It’s hard for me to look at that
as an individual accomplishment
as much as a program accomplish
ment,” Wesley said. “All the outstand
ing players and the assistant coaches
and the staff that are involved in the
program at Grand Valley had made
this last eight and a half years a great
time for Grand Valley basketball. I
think we can all take a moment to
celebrate that and that was kind of
in my mind at the time.”
Carbajal scored a career high of
20 points on 9-of-12 shooting to lead
GVSU against Saginaw Valley State.
It was only the second time a Laker
has scored over 20 points this season.
Sophomore Ryan Majerle added 15
points off the bench, including a per
fect 3-of-3 from three-point range.
“Ricky Carbajal had just an
outstanding game,” Wesley said.
“Breland I thought had a real steady
game as well. Ryan Majerle knocked

some shots in, just a really good
solid team effort against a very game
Saginaw Valley team.”
Hogan was steady all weekend for
the Lakers. Against Saginaw Valley
State he tallied 13 points, six rebounds,
five assists, and two steals. On Satur
day against Wayne State, he managed
to have another solid all-around game
with 10 points, six rebounds, four
steals, three assists, and two blocks.
“I think it’s just playing hard each
and every play,” Hogan said. “Just
taking my opportunities to attack on
offense and just staying on the attack.
Just being a lockdown defender and
rebounding. It’s really about effort.”
The Lakers will next be in action
on Saturday when they travel to take
on their rival Ferris State University
(10-8,9-5 GLIAC) at 1 p.m.
“I think we just gotta maintain
hunger and stay focused and just play
each and every game one at a time,”
Hogan said. “When we get a chance
to play Wayne State again, I guaran
tee we’ll be ready.”
sports#lanthorn.com

GLIAC

STANDINGS
M BASKETBALL
GLIAC North Standings
12-1

Wayne State
GVSU
MichiganTech.
Ferris St.
Lake Superior
Northwood
Saginaw Valley

11-3
10-4
9-5
8-6
6-8
5-8

Northern Mich.

3-11

NIGHT«DAY
Lakers split pair of weekend games,
fall further back in GLIAC standings
BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER

GLIAC South Standings

Findlay
Walsh
Hillsdale
Malone
Ashland
Tiffin
Lake Erie
Ohio Dominican

10-4
8-5
8-6

8-6
4-10
4-10
3-10
1-13

W. BASKETBALL
GLIAC North Standings

MichiganTech.
Wayne State
GVSU
Ferris St.
Northwood
Northern Mich.
Saginaw Valley
Lake Superior St.

11-3
10-3
9-5
9-5
8-6
7-7
5-8
4-10

GLIAC South Standings

Ashland
Findlay
Malone
Tiffin
Hillsdale
Walsh
Ohio Domincan
Lake Erie

14-0
11-3
6-8
6-8
4-10
3-10
2-12
1-12

The weekend started
out strong with a win from
Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s women’s basketball
team, but they ended on
a sour note with a loss to
Wayne State.
On Thursday, in the lat
est installment of the battle
of the valleys, GVSU (135, 9-5 GLIAC) dominated
from start to finish en route
to a 74-48 victory over Sag
inaw Valley State (5-8, 7-10
GLIAC).
“We knew we needed to
bounce back,” said head coach
Janel Burgess. “It was a great
way for us to get refocused and
protect our home court.”
It didn’t take long for the
Lakers to get going offen
sively. Seven minutes into
the game, nine of the ten
Lakers that had played al
ready had their names in the
scorebook. By the end of the
game the Lakers had three
players in double figures, se
niors Briauna Taylor 10 and
Alex Stelfox 10, and sopho
more Kat LaPrairie 14.
“It was a great team ef

fort on our part,” Burgess
said. “We’ve had a collec
tive focus of understanding
that everybody is extremely
valuable. It really showed
here tonight.”
Another key contributor
to the Lakers blowout victory
was their stellar defense. Sag
inaw Valley State shot a dis
mal 28 percent from the field
on the night, while commit
ting 20 turnovers due to GVSU’s ball-hawking defense.
“We did a great job of
stopping penetration,” Bur
gess said. “It was great to see
us clean things up on the de
fensive end.”
Due to the efficiency of
the Lakers play Thursday
night, the bench was able
to be more involved, as they
posted 40 points from the
eight players that came in
later in the game.
“It was great to have
some of the girls get experi
ence,” LaPrairie said. “It was
an overall great team win.”
Thursday night’s win
over Saginaw Valley State set
up a huge matchup with first
place Wayne State,Universi
ty. The Lakers went into De

troit looking to edge closer
to first place in the GLIAC.
Unfortunately
things
were very different for
GVSU on Saturday, as they
got off to a slow start and
trailed Wayne State (12-5,
10-3 GLIAC) at the half 3220 and eventually dropped a
72-59 decision.
“We couldn’t hit the
broad side of the barn in the
first half,” Burgess said. “We
lacked flow, couldn’t move
the ball well. All things you
cannot do when playing a
team like Wayne State.”
The second half had signs
of hope for GVSU, but ulti
mately the Warriors pulled
away down the stretch.
“We kept chipping away
in the second half,” said ju
nior guard Dani Crandall,
who tallied 14 points and
eight rebounds. “Unfortu
nately we just didn’t have
enough. We struggled to do
the little things. Whenever
you do that, its never going
to be a great outcome.”
Taylor led the Lakers
with 24 points, but unlike
the previous game in which
the Lakers put up 40 bench

«r

JESSICA HOLLENBECK | GVL

Split: Guard Dani Crandall drives down the lane for a basket.
Crandall is fourth on the team in scoring with 8.2 ppg.

points, GVSU struggled to
get production from outside
their starting five, only re
cording nine bench points.
“That was really the
outcome of the game right
there,” Burgess said. “When
you don’t play well in other
areas, you need your bench
there for support. Unfortu
nately, they didn’t produce

tonight.”
Despite the set back
against Wayne State, the
Lakers are still only 2 games
back in GLIAC play. How
ever, the difficult road will
continue for the Lakers as
they face rival Ferris State
University (10-7, 9-5 GLI
AC) on Saturday.
tbakerttlanthorn.com
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GVSU Winter Classic: CBIG’ success
JAY BUSHEN
SPORTS EDITOR

For one day, Grand Valley State Unimade Allendale the track capital of
Michigan.
More than 1,170 people filled the Kelly
Family Sports Center on Saturday night to

see the Grand Valley State University Winter
Classic, a scored track and field meet high
lighted by the University of Michigan versus
Michigan State University.
It was a historic evening for the Big Ten
rivals, as the event marked the first-ever dual
meet between the womens teams and the first
meet between the mens programs since 1982.

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Cleared: Michigan State's Amanda Impellizzeri competes at the MSU vs U of M dual meet.

“Its a great opportunity to showcase
the beautiful Kelly Family Sports Center,"
said Tim Nott, associate athletic director of
GVSU. “Any time you can get these quality
institutions under one roof, it makes for a
pretty neat event.”
, Spectators lined the top-level standing
area just to catch a glimpse of the action,
as the bleachers filled up shortly after the
events first competition at 6 p.m.
The Winter Classic eclipsed the centers
attendance record, Nott said. “Its a big plus
for Grand Valley.”
The two schools squared off after GVSU
competed in a quad meet earlier in the day
against Central Michigan University, Eastern
Michigan University and Hillsdale College.
In the nightcap, the Wolverines swept in
the “Battle for the State of Michigan”, as the
No. 21 womens team defeated the No. 24
Spartans 89-73, while the mens team took
home an 88-74 victory.
Michigan senior Ethan Dennis notched
a school record in the weight throw with
his toss of 21.20 meters, while junior Cody
Riffles throw of 19.25 meters in the shot put
set a new standard for the program.
“This is a good situation with a good facil
ity and a good crew,” said Fred LaPlante, head
coach of the University of Michigan men’s

team. “You can tell they’re professional.”
Despite losing on both sides, the Spartans
did not come away empty handed. Michigan
State sophomore Leah O’Conner’s time of
4 minutes, 40.41 seconds in the mile, set a
school and Kelly Center record, while senior
Beth Rohl notched a school record of 21.40
meters in the weight throw.
No official plans have been made to host
the event again in 2014, but GVSU head
coach Jerry Baltes said he would like to see
the event happen again soon.
“Its a great day for GVSU and for the
sport of track and field,” Baltes said. “I’m
sure we’ll evaluate how this one goes, but I
anticipate more in the future.”
More than 170 student athletes in the
meet were from the state of Michigan, which
may have played a role in such a strong turn
out. GVSU Assistant Athletic Director Wal
ter Moore said the atmosphere in the build
ing was reason enough for an encore.
“Were thrilled to have the opportunity to
show our love for track and field,” Moore said.
“It gives family and friends an opportunity to
see what we’re all about at Grand Valley. I’m
not sure yet about next year, but after seeing
the crowd, I would like to see this again.”
assistantsports@lanthorn.com

Track, Field men come away victorious, women come up short
BY PETE BARROWS
- GVL STAFF WRITER

1,062 people came out to
1 the Kelly Family Sports Cen' ter to watch the Grand Valley
State University men’s and
womens track and field teams
' [ compete against some of the
■’ best talent within the state.
As anticipated, it was a busy
day of track and field at GVSU.
Two meets, five other schools,
' four of which were Division I,*
were hosted. 45 NCAA Divi
sion II qualifying marks were
- collected by the Lakers (21 by
the men, 24 by the women)
and a new record was paced by
the GVSU mens 4X400 team,
consisting of juniors Nathaniel

Hammersmith, Chris Teitsma,
Mohamed Mohamed and Lo
gan Hoffman.
The men’s team, ranked
fifth heading into the meet,
tasted victory for the first
time officially this season,
ousting Eastern Michigan by
a score of 164.5 to 154.5. Cen
tral Michigan finished third
with a score of 124, and Hills
dale took fourth with 61.
The
women’s
squad,
ranked first heading into
the day, had to settle for sec
ond place. The Lakers were
2.5 points back on Eastern
Michigan with one final race
to go. The 4X400 set-up as a
thriller with the meet on the
line. The Eagles held op with

a score of 166.5 to the Laker’s
162. Central Michigan fin
ished third with 97 points,
Hillsdale fourth with 67.5.
On the day, 9 points were
awarded to first place, the
lady Lakers only needed 4.5.
“Eastern is really, really
good, and has a really good
squad,” said GVSU head
coach Baltes. “I think they’ll
compete for the MAC title.
They’re ranked, I believe,
ninth. On the flip side, I
would have loved to beat
them. I’m sure we could have
on the ladies side gone one
spot, you know flip-flop with
Eastern Michigan - we take a
few more points, take a few
points away, there’s.a, differ

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASSES
UNIVERSAL

iMithorn

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO SEE

ent score. We just needed a
couple of things to go our
way here and there and we’re
in a little better spot.”
The loss was disappoint
ing, but freshman Katie
Shaheen was able to trace a
silver lining.
“It was definitely nice to
keep everyone on their toes,”
Shaheen said. “It motivated
everyone and made us all
work harder. I know that al
though some people might
not say it, if we were way
ahead some people would
have been like ‘oh, we’re way
ahead’, but Eastern gave us
a really good run for our
money. It brought a good
team dynamic,”
Junior Kalena Franklin
was once again one of the
top performers, turning in
a 8.53 second second-place
finish in the 60-meter hur
dle, but chose instead to de
fer to her male teammates.
“Our boy’s 4X4 broke the
school record and they’re
in fifth right now,” Franklin
said. “The boys haven’t run
for nationals yet, but they’re
right there.”
Coach Baltes was unwilling
to address the national cham
pionship picture quite yet.
“I don’t know national
championship, but top four
bring home a trophy so
that’s something that you
definitely want to strive for,”
Baltes said. “We’re ranked
fifth right now and those
rankings usually hold true.
If we can stay in that range,
we should be in the mix.”

MEGAN SINDERSON | GVL

Gaining ground: Stephen Fuelling and Josh Moskalewski make
a pass during the 3000 meter run at the GVSU quad meet.

The 2013 season has got
ten off to an undeniable strong
start, but its just the begin
ning, A dual-meet with Sag
inaw Valley State is scheduled
for Friday and both the men’s
and womens teams still have
points of emphasis to consider.
During an intermission nes
tled between the conclusion
of the GVSU Quad Meet and
the commencement of Univer
sity of Michigan and Michigan
showdown, GVSU head coach

Jerry Baltes took the opportu
nity to huddle his team.
“What I want you guys
to evaluate and accept is
that every point matters,”
Baltes said. “My point is
that every place matters.
That’s the point,”
The GVSU track and field
teams will next be in action
this Friday, when they travel
to take on rival Saginaw Valley
State in a dual meet at 4 p.m.
pbarrows@lanthorn.com
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Be among the first 75 students to stop by The
Grand Valley Lanthorn Office on Tuesday, January 29
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MSU gets the
better of topranked GVSU
BY ALEX HARROUN
GVL STAFF WRITER

With the American Collegiate
Hockey Association National
Tournament starting to come
into focus, the Grand Valley State
University Division II mens club
hockey team put their No. 1 cen
tral region ranking on the line
against Michigan State University
this past weekend.
Unfortunately for GVSU, the
outcome wasn’t the one they were
anticipating, as the Lakers dropped
a 3-2 decision on Saturday, and
managed a 2-2 tie on Friday.
The Lakers fell behind early
Saturday after giving up a goal
on a 5-on-3 penalty kill. Senior
goaltender Scott Tiefenthal made
a terrific toe save stretching his leg
out going post-to-post denying
the MSU forward a sure goal. A
carbon copy of the same play sec
onds late, left Tiefenthal unable to
make another miraculous save.
“I thought we looked real tight
and nervous, gripping the stick
a little to hard,” said head Coach
Mike Forbes. “We weren’t playing
with a great deal of flow, or the
same jump we normally do, and I
think that comes down to nerves.”
As the second period started,
Michigan State added another
goal to their early lead when se
nior Craig Marrett went down to
block a shot from the slot that beat
Tiefenthal on the high stick side.
Sophomore Brad Wilhelm got the
Lakers on the board after skating
the puck into the offensive zone,
letting a wrist shot go towards the
net, beating the goaltender on the
low stick side.
With some precision passing,
Michigan State was able to add an
insurance goal in the third period
on a power play. Senior Jeremy

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Deep freeze: Sophomore Corbin Rainey moves the puck down the ice during a recent game. Rainey has eight goals and 11 assists on the season.

Christopher scored in the final
minute of play, cutting the deficit
to one. With the goaltender pulled
for the extra attacker, the Lak
ers were unable to complete the
comeback and force overtime for
the second straight game.
“Credit MSU, they played like a
desperate team,” Forbes said. “We
had our destiny in our own hands
and let it slip away.”
Friday afternoon’s action start
ed to heat up right away in the
second period when freshman
Tyler Stroller scored a power play
goal inside the first minute, giving
the Lakers a great start. Sopho
more Jacob Endicott didn’t waste
the opportunity of a wide open
net, slamming the puck home for
a two goal lead after Michigan

State’s goaltender gave up the puck
from behind his own net. How
ever, with two minutes left to go
in the period, things started to go
downhill for the Lakers.
Michigan State scored on the
power play after a wrist shot whipped
passed Tiefenthal’s glove from a shot
just above the left faceoff dot.
“We had an opportunity to get
the puck deep, we waited and wait
ed, took a penalty and they took
advantage,” senior captain Craig
Marrett said. “On the next shift
we needed a (defensive) change
but got caught out there, (Michi
gan State) made a good pass and
with a good move, they buried it.”
With less than 30 seconds to
go, Tiefenthal was beaten again,
this time on a two-on-one with a

W .

GVL STAFF WRITER

Sometimes the breaks simply don’t go your
way, even if you play a well-rounded game.
That was the case this past weekend for
the Grand Valley State University women’s
club hockey team dropped a 2-1 and a 4-0
decision to No. 2 Robert Morris University.
Early during Sunday’s game the Lakers had
trouble getting sustained pressure on Robert
Morris, leading to many offensive rushes go
ing both ways. Robert Morris got the closest
to breaking the early tie by ringing one of the
crossbar midway through the period. Close
to the end of the first, the Lakers began to
cycle the puck in the offensive zone more ef
fectively leading to a power play opportunity,
which gave them a noticeable jump.
The back-and-forth play continued for
much of the second period until Lakers
freshman Hilary Daniels tallied her third
goal of the season off a backhand shot for a
1-0 lead going into the third.
“The puck flew up from the defenseman
(after the penalty kill) and I just wanted to
make sure I wasn’t offside at the blue line,”
Daniels said. “I carried it behind the net,
stopped, went for the wrap around, and

During overtime, the Lakers kept
up on the offensive pressure, but were
unable to solve Michigan State to get
the win, settling for the one point in
the standings after the 2-2 tie.
“We put a lot of stock in this
weekend, as we should have,”
Forbes said. “If we would have
swept the weekend, we would have
held on to our number one rank
ing, now it’s a toss up who gets it.
Hopefully we can take away some
positives from this weekend even
with the disappointing outcome.”
The Lakers will start the final
month of the regular season with
a matchup against Adrian College
Saturday Feb. 2 at Georgetown Ice
Arena.
aharroun@lanthorn.com
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Short end of the stick
BY ALEX HARROUN

nifty backhand to forehand deke
by the Michigan State forward
giving them a 2-2 tie and all the
momentum.
From the outset of the third
period the Lakers showed great
determination getting continuous
pressure in the offensive zone. A
scary moment left the crowd gasp
ing as an arid shot was lost in Tiefenthals feet and the puck rested
unguarded on the goal line before
the Lakers were able to recover
keeping the game tied.
“I lost (the puck) when it
went up in the air before getting
knocked down,” Tiefenthal said.
“It’s a tough, scary position to be
in, not knowing where the puck
is. I just tried to fall on it without
knocking it in.”

somehow it trickled in. A bounce finally
went our way.”
Senior goaltender Michelle Wyniemko
was beat early in the third period five hole
form a one timer in the slot area after Robert
Morris was able to pass the puck out of the
corner unimpeded. Robert Morris took the
lead with seven minutes to play after shoot
ing a rolling puck past Wyniemko on the
short stick side for a power play tally. De
spite having the lead going into the third,
the Lakers fell 2-1.
“Were going see them again in the play
offs,” senior Captain Meghan Jahn said. “(It
was) a learning experience. Have to keep it
up in the third after we get the first goal and
keep going. Play 60 minutes, not 40. They
are a physical team, but we held our own.”
A penalty filled second period Friday
night didn’t help the Lakers any as they were
unable to capitalize on multiple power plays,
including a five on three. Meanwhile, at the
other end of the rink Robert Morris found
the back of the net twice at even strength,
once on a breakaway after the defense
pinched forward at the blue line to try and
take away the pass, which left the Robert
Morris forward alone with junior goalten
der Karen Sloboda. The second goal given

GVSU women come up
short over the weekend.—

BO ANDERSON|GVL

Looking to rebound: Katie Danto and the
Lakers have improved to 12-7-1 on the season.

up by the Lakers was a heartbreaker. While
on the power play, unable to clear the de
fensive zone, Robert Morris took advantage
getting a shot through Sloboda off a deflec
tion in front of the net with one second left
in the period for a short handed marker.
“We played almost flawless, but (Robert

Morris) got a couple breaks and they were
able to pop it in the net,” head coach Sean
McKernan said. “We dominated 85 percent
of the game and they took advantage when
they could like a good team does.”
Robert Morris came out ready to take
control in the third, scoring early by firing
a snapshot past Sloboda high on the short
side. Later in the period, the Lakers were
having trouble clearing the defensive zone
again as Robert Morris got the puck out of
the corner, found an open forward and with
a quick shot, essentially putting the game
was out of reach at 4-0. The Lakers showed
good desperation in the later stages of the
game getting some solid opportunities at the
net but were unable to connect.
“Definitely frustrating weekend,” McKeman said “I thought these were the best
games we played all year and (we) came up
on the short end of the stick. Today we took
it to them for two periods, let our foot off the
gas for the third, and they responded and we
didn’t. “Hopefully its something we can learn
from and take into the playoffs. With a total
team effort, we can beat anybody that we want
to. It’s just finding the consistence to play for
the full 60 minutes. It’s a learning experience.”
aharroun@lanthorn.com
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A WEEKEND FULL QF
siblings and smiles
BY KARI NORTON

tunities and Recreation Through Sports
(S.P.O.R.T.S.), a non-profit organization
that was created by fraternity member Tyler
rand Valley State University students Kinch.
“[S.P.O.R.T.S.] brings sports to areas that
and their siblings filled the held house
Saturday afternoon for a day of fun, aren’t as lucky or blessed,” Beals said “It gives
people who are less fortunate the chance to par
rather than the usual family feud arguments,
ticipate and get involved.”
at the annual Sibs and Kids Weekend.
Right now S.P.O.R.T.S. is locally based
The weekend event began with check-in
on Friday night at 4 p.m., followed by a night but they’re working on expanding and doing
full of events to choose from. The weekend work outside of the U.S.
“We really appreciate„all of the families
allowed siblings to get the feel of GVSU and
also connect with their brothers and sisters that came out,” Beals said. “We’re really
grateful that GVSU let us put this event on.”
that are now off at school.
Other events that took place include hu
One event that attracted 286 people was
Tactical Laser Tag, which was hosted by man bowling, “The Norman Magic Experi
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. The fraternity ence”, bumper cars, roller-skating, and many
had done an event called “Save A Life” with more.
Carter Long, a member of Spotlight Pro
Kramer Entertainment in the past and since
it was very successful the company offered ductions, watched over the blow up slide and
Velcro toss on Saturday.
the laser tag for free.
“My favorite part is seeing everyone hav
Laser Tag was available from 6:30-11 p.m.
on Friday night and the fraternity charged ing fun,” Long said. “I think it’s good to get
$1 for people to play an unlimited amount of younger kids out here experiencing college
in this way.”
times throughout the course of the evening.
People were all smiles throughout the
Sigma Phi Epsilon’s philanthropy chair
man Caden Beals said they decided to put course of the weekend - laughing with sib
a philanthropic spin on the event and raise lings and bonding with new friends.
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
money for Students Providing Oppor
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR
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SIWEEKEND
BS& KIDS
JESSICA HOLLENBECK | GVL

Artist Gene Haulenbeek draws a caricature of GVSU freshman Kristyn Marks
and her 7 year-old sister Hannah Bechil during Sibs and Kids weekend.
Just like her sister:

BO ANDERSON | GVL

BO ANDERSON | GVL

Down the slide: GVSU sophomore Eri Rolland travels down the inflatable slide with her
4 year-old nephew Jack Higley at this years Sibs & Kids Weekend.

Over the wall: Matthew Miller (15), brother of GVSU freshman Jessica Miller, climbs the rock wall
during his visit to campus. Participants were able to handle snakes, eat food, and play in bounce houses.
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Startup Cup Competition showcases student business ideas
k

BY KARI NORTON
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

! As Program Coordinator for the Grand
\{alley State University Center for Entrepre
neurship and Innovation and President of
the Student Enterprise Association (SEA),
ulandra Reynolds knows a thing or two
about business plans and being an entrepre
neur. She doesn’t stop just there though, she
hits created the Startup Cup Competition as
a! way for other students to showcase their
business ideas for a chance to win some extfa cash.
* “I want to provide an opportunity for
artist* to showcase their work, for the enclub to show their latest remote
* for students who are restricted
free diet to bring in a recipe, for
t student to talk about their nonization. and for whoever has ever

lought of an
vesome idea
> have the op3 rtunity
to
tare it and
in some cash
> take that
tea to the next
vel,” Reynolds
dd.
The
comrtition, in a
nse, is the
REYNOLDS
rtprize
for
itrepreneurs,
eynolds said. Students with any sort of
jsiness ideas are encouraged to apply and
tow off their plans.
“GVSU students are innovative^ creative,
id practicing entrepreneurship regardless

of their major or career plans after gradua
tion,” Reynolds said. “Students are exploring
the concept of starting businesses and non
profits without much push from faculty or
administrators. Entrepreneurs are problem
solvers. Entrepreneurs find an opportunity
for a solution or an improvement and they
run with it. GVSU students are natural enr
trepreneurs.”
Students interested in creating their
own business are also encouraged to
check out SEA, which helps students
market their ideas and put them into a
business plan.
“SEA strives to bridge the gap between
talent and business,” Reynolds said. “Provid
ing non-business majors access to the busi
ness culture at GVSU and in West Michigan
is one step toward providing students with
a truly liberal education experience while

studying at GVSU.
The Startup Cup Competition and SEA
accept students from all majors but were
both specifically created with non-business
majors in mind, Reynolds said. Students
chosen to compete will be given one and
a half hours to convince people that pass
their station to vote for their business idea.
The audience will vote via text and the top
three winners will win a total of $750 - 1st
place $400, 2nd place $200 and 3rd place
$150.
The deadline to apply is Feb. 15 and the
actual competition will take place on April
16 at 6 p.m. in the Grand River Room in the
Kirkhof Center. For more information or
to apply, check out www.seagv.com/startupcup.
lakerllfealanthorn.com
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Student’s cookie dream becomes reality
BY JACKIE SMITH
GVL STAFF WRITER

Chanon Cummings and her mom
love to bake.
When they fire up the oven and haul
out the mixing bowls, the boys in the
family know that the kitchen will be
covered in cookies for the next 36 hours.
When these two make their almostfamous sugar cookies, they do them up
big. It all started with a family recipe for
sugar cookies. Her mom taught her the
steps, but for reasons she can’t explain,
Cummings has the bakers touch when
it comes to making the perfect mouth
watering cookie.
“Every holiday we would make all
these cookies and give them to teachers
and our friends,” she said. “(We were) in
the kitchen every holiday, all the time.
(We would have) like 590 cookies laid
out and done.”
Cummings can’t explain why, but
whenever she makes cookies, any kind of
cookie, they simply taste better, she said.
“My mom will tell you, and it’s not
a competition, but we can both make a
batch of cookies - same recipe, we can
both stick them in the oven and take
them out - and there will be a difference
between the cookies,” Cummings said.
“Mine are always better.”
At first, the Cummings duo only
made cookies for their family and
friends. Everyone always raved about
the baked goods, and anyone who
tried them wanted more. Once word
got out, the orders started flooding
in and the two joined forces to create
Cummings’ Cookies.

OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE | COURTES't

rvm

Tomorrows leaders: Student leaders from across campus ^
will represent GVSU in the I Am GV campaign.
JIJ

MEGAN SINDERSON | GVL

Sweets and treats: What started as simply making cookies for friends has
transformed into a full fledged business for Chanon Cummings and her mother.

The bakers have filled orders for baby
showers, a sweet sixteen and holiday par
ties - their biggest sale went to Samsung,
where Cummings’ father works. He
brought some left over cookies into the
office for his co-workers one day, and the
cookies got rave reviews, he said.
“They were just some circle smileys
and they went crazy over them,” Mr.
Cummings laughed. “They ordered
cookies to be shipped to L.A. with the
blue Samsung on them. Then, the Chi
cago office got wind of that and they
wanted them. Now, they want us to ship
them over to Korea, which isn’t even
legal. I always joke that at least I have a
future in Korea because they seem to go
crazy about our cookies.”
The mother-daughter team has
baked and decorated thousands of sugar
cookies, but they haven’t been able to eat
the cookies in six years. Cummings was

diagnosed with Reflexive Sympathetic
Dystrophy Syndrome, which is a chron
ic neurological syndrome that causes
chronic pain throughout her body. She
had to make a lot of lifestyle changes, and
one of them was giving up her delicious
cookies.
“We used to be able to eat them un
til my sophomore year of high school,”
Cummings said. “When I had to go glu
ten free, (my mom) went gluten free with
me. Now, neither of us eat them. It gets
tough, but I try my best.”
Cummings might not be able to eat
the left over dough or sink her teeth into
one of the soft sugary cookies, but that
doesn’t stop her from baking more. Her
mom became her support system, best
friend, business partner, and one day she
hopes that together they will own their
very own cookie shop.
Jsmlth(a>lanthorn.com

GVSU recognizes^
Student Leaders!
*4

BY JACKIE SMITH

Students are invited to par;
ticipate in events put on by* a
multitude of GVSU organiza
tions and departments.
“The keystone event is the
“I am Grand Valley” reception)which is our way of recognizing •!
the students who are leaders
the classroom, across campus,
and in the community?
The “I am Grand Valley”;
leadership reception is on Jan.;
30 from 2:30-4:30 p.m. in 2204;
Kirkhof Center.
The other four main •
events — a leadership semi-!,
nar, a resume workshop, and!
inclusion and diversity semi- \
nar and a presentation called)
“The 5 Phases of Campus;
Leadership” were planned
based on the current happen- •
ings on campus. “The Five
Phases of Campus Leader
ship,” will be hosted by Omicron Delta Kappa.
These fiv6 phases will
be outlined and explained
during the presentatiq«&
They are meant to educat^
students about the different *.
ways they can be involved'
on campus, Burke said.
For more information**
visit the Laker Leadership Prt>)
grams website at http://gvsiir*
edu/leadership/.

GVL STAFF WRITER

Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Office of Student Life and
Omicron Delta Kappa Nation
al Leadership Honor Society
will host the annual Campus
Leadership Week this week to
promote the many different
forms of leadership displayed
on GVSU’s campus.
“The purpose of Campus
Leadership Week is to recog
nize and celebrate the many
forms of leadership we exhibit
at GVSU? said Michelle Burke,
director of student life.
Shelby Schwarzkoff, lead
ership initiatives staff assis
tant, has been helping plan
this week for several months,
including finding organiza
tions and departments to
participate. Some of the of
fices and departments that
she worked with include the
LGBT Center, Club Sports,
Women’s Center, Student Sen
ate and Career Services.
“Students should expect
to get different perspec
tives of campus leadership,”
Shcwarzkoff said. “We en
courage students to partici
pate in these events to get in
volved in and excited about
campus leadership. These
programs will aid in personal
leadership development?

>n£
smlthJa)lanthom.coi

■'COMING

Help!: Paige Reabe (left) and Zoe Brennan (right) work together to build a tower during the Enable the Disabled event.

A new perspective
Event gives students
a glimpse into
daily difficulties of
i disabled individuals
t.

BY BECKY SPAULDING
GVL STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Jan. 24, Sara
Bartles, an International Re
lations major at Grand Val
ley State University, set out to
show her fellow students just
how difficult living with a dis
ability can be. Bartles hosted
the Enable the Disabled event,
which allowed those present
to participate in activities that
some disabled people face
daily, with the hope that they
would walk away with a bet
ter understanding of disabled
individuals.
Though the sub-zero
weather kept many students
in their dorms and apart
ments that night, Bartles was
still determined to teach the
group that gathered in the
Laker Village North Com
munity Center.
“If one person learns from
it, I’m happy? Bartles said. “I
want to emphasize that these
people deal with these prob
lems all day, every day ... ev
ery action can be hard.”
She set up activities meant
to put participants in the
shoes of a disabled person some of them literally, with a
test to see just how quickly the
students could get dressed,
including shoes and a jacket,
with a disability - one with ar
thritic hands, one without use
of their legs, and one blind( folded.
j Despite her major being
non-medical, Bartles’ interest
in spreading knowledge about
j the disabled is a personal one.
Bartles was deaf for at least
the first three years of her life,
and though her memory of it
\

is faded, she knows that it was
tough for her parents - and
that it would have lead to a
difficult life for her.
“I was about five when
■I was able to speak, which
means I was probably hear
ing for about a year before
that,” Bartles said. Her parents
began to teach her conversa
tional sign language, thinking
it was too late for her hearing
to return, when she finally
started making noise and
speaking.
Now, she knows that
though she was lucky enough
to lose her disability, not ev
eryone is - and she wants to
help others understand that
with events like Enable the
Disabled.
This is something that is
also important to GVSU’s
Disability Support Resourc
es program. Jason Osborne,
a representative of DSR,
spoke at the Enable the Dis
abled event.
“We’ve
got
roughly
around 1,000 students that
are registered with our office
with various types of disabil
ities,” Osborne said. “I will
say that 80 percent of them
are hidden disabilities (like)
ADHD.”
The DSR program offers
“assistive technology” to stu
dents with injuries, perma
nent physical disabilities, and
hidden disabilities, Osborne
said. These technologies in
clude speech-to-text tools
for people unable to type, re
sources to help people study
better, even assistant note
takers for students who have
trouble taking notes while
listening at the same time.
“What our main goal is,
is to help them function in
their classes at the capacity
that everybody else tends to
be, and they just get accom
modations,” Osborne said.

A student must apply and
have medical documenta
tion of their disability, and
DSR will give them a letter
that tells anyone on campus
that they need certain ac
commodations.
“99 percent of the time, we
can get them what they need,”
Osborne said.
The trouble, Osborne said,
is that many students aren’t
aware of the program, or they
are afraid to “be labeled,” and
so events like Enable the Dis
abled getting the word out are
important.
Spreading that informa
tion among GVSU students
like nursing major Sean Pol
lard is what Bartles had in
mind when she created the

event.
Pollard attended the pro
gram to get a better idea of
what it’s like to be disabled,
he said.
“I’m in nursing school
right now, so we’re dealing
with patients who have de
mentia, and arthritis and
diabetes and are confined to
wheelchairs, or are ampu
tees, or have limited mobil
ity? Pollard said. “I think it’s
interesting because it... gives
a glimpse of what it might be
like, every day?
For more information
about GVSU’s disability Sup
port Resources program, visit
www.gvsu.edu/dsr.
bspauldinga
lanthorn.com
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"The 5 Phases of Campus Leadership" 9 p.m.
Kirkhof Center Room 2266

JAN. 29

*

“Strengths Based Leadership Seminar” 1-1:30
p.m. Kirkhof Center Room 1142

JAN. 30
A Resume Workshop hosted by Career Services 11
a.m. to noon Student Services Building Room 206
616-895-2400

10897 48th Ave.

www.48west.com

Allendale Ml. 49401

west

PISCS
Freeze
RESERVE YOUR HOUSING FOR

2013 AT THE 2012 RATES

Rock Climbin'

ENDS JANUARY 31ST
tol -24 HOUR FITNESS CENTER

Monk

- 24 HOUR GAME ROOM
TANNING

Ik

-WIFI AND CABLE

LOCATED ACROSS FROM THE GOLF COURSE OH 48TH STREET

Details & Registration at:
www.gvtu.edu/ciimblngcenter

Registration Deadline}
Wednesday, Feb. 20th
t

1
1. Tree is missing. 2. T-shirt is missing. 3. Shovel is smaller. 4.
Sail is different. 5. Hat is different. 6. Camera is missing
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solution

1. Beyond; 2. Extra;
3. Sharp; 4. Docile

Today's Word:

YARD
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